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airline and airport employees work around com
mercial airliners every day throughout the world 
without incident. However, neglecting to stay out  
of the engine inlet hazard areas or complacency 
working near operating engines can result in 
severe injury or death.

There have been 33 reported ingestions of 
personnel into an engine on 737100/200 air
planes since 1969. Several of these ingestions 
caused serious injuries and one resulted in a 
fatality. There have also been four reports of fatal 
ingestion incidents on 737300/400/500 and 
nextgeneration 737 airplanes. The most recent 
fatalities occurred in 2006.

This article outlines the importance of avoiding 
engine inlet hazard areas when working on or near 
operating engines and provides recommendations 
for preventing engine ingestion.

The dangers of engine ingesTion 
near airplanes

When a jet engine operates, it creates a lowair
pressure area in the inlet. This lowpressure area 
causes a large quantity of air from the area for
ward of the inlet cowl to go into the engine. The air 
that is near the inlet cowl moves at a much higher 

velocity than air that is farther from the inlet. as  
a result, the amount of engine suction is small  
until one nears the inlet, where the suction 
increases significantly.

because of the dangerous pull of engine 
suction, it is important for ground personnel 
working near commercial airliners with operating 
engines to stay at a safe distance from the forward 
engine area to avoid the possibility of injury or 
death. This is particularly important on airplanes 
with low ground clearance, including the 737. 
additionally, there is a much greater potential for 
serious or fatal injuries if ingestion into a cFm56 
engine occurs because the cFm56 does not have 
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History has shown that failure to observe proper safety 
precautions, such as good communication and awareness of  
the hazard areas in the vicinity of an operating jet engine, can 
result in serious injury or death. The risk of ingestion can be 
prevented with appropriate training and adherence to the safety 
precautions and hazard areas outlined in the applicable Airplane 
Maintenance Manual (AMM) chapter 71 procedures. Although  
this article is written primarily about 737 engine hazard areas,  
the risk of ingestion exists on all airplane models.
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inlet guide vanes. The JT8D has 19 stationary inlet 
guide vanes that have provided ingested personnel 
some protection from fatal contact with the 
rotating fan.

highlighTing The hazard

Preventing engine ingestion starts with ensuring 
that people who work around airplanes are aware 
of the dangers associated with getting too close  
to an operating engine. There are four primary 
ways to highlight these dangers:

n clearly define and graphically illustrate the 
engine inlet hazard zone.

n use recommended warning signs.
n communicate the dangers of working near 

operating engines and institute and enforce 
safe procedures.

n implement a program of ongoing awareness.

Clearly define and graphically  
illustrate the engine inlet hazard zone.  
all ground personnel who work near airplanes 
need to know the locations of the engine inlet 
hazard zones with engines at idle and above idle 
thrust (see figs. 1 and 2). Definitions for these 
zones are published in the amms.

ground personnel working near the power 
plant during engine operation must also be aware 
of the hazard areas that are aft of the inlet cowl lip. 
This hazard area extends completely around the 
outer diameter and to the forward end of the 
power plant. after the engine is stopped, workers 
should be sure the fan is stopped before going 
near the air inlet. ground personnel should stay 
outside of the inlet hazard areas for at least 
30 seconds after the start lever is put in the 
“cutoff” position. ground personnel should be 
informed of the start lever position through 
communication with the crew on the flight deck.

737-100/-200 and 737-300/-400/-500 
EnginE inLEt haZard ZonES
figure 1

engine inlet hazard zones for the 737-100/-200  
and 737-300/-400/-500 at idle power (top) 
and above idle power (bottom).
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nExt-gEnEration 737 
EnginE inLEt haZard ZonES
figure 2

engine inlet hazard zones for the 
next-generation 737 at idle power (top) 
and above idle power (bottom).
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haZard-arEa warning dEcaLS
figure 3

these hazard-area warning decals are located on both left and right engine nacelles. for the 737, hazard-area warning 
stripes and decals have been applied to all Cfm56 engine nacelles prior to delivery. Inlet hazard-area warning stripes and 
decals were applied to all Jt8D engine nacelles prior to delivery beginning with airplanes delivered in may 1984. Boeing 
service Bulletin 737-11-1010, revision 1, dated June 21, 1985, provides for retrofit application of warning stripes and 
decals on Jt8D engine nacelles delivered prior to this date.
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Use recommended warning signs.  
all 737300/400/500 and nextgeneration 737 
airplanes at delivery have boeingapplied hazard
area red warning stripes, aboveidle hazardarea 
decals, and “noentry” decals applied to the  
engine nacelles (see fig. 3). Similar hazardarea 
warning stripes and decals were also applied to  
all 737100/200 airplanes beginning with line 
Position 1020, which was delivered in may 1984. 
For 737100/200 airplanes prior to line Position 
1020, hazardarea warning stripes and decals  
can be applied per boeing Service bulletin 
737111010 revision 1, dated June 21, 1985.

To further promote awareness of engine inlet 
hazard zones and provide ground personnel with a 
visual definition of the zones, some operators have 
painted engine inlet hazard zone boundaries on 
ramp surfaces at parking locations. if ramp 
surfaces are painted, boeing recommends only 
painting hazard boundaries for above idle power  
to prevent any confusion that may result from 
different boundary areas. operators also need to 
be aware that different hazard boundaries exist  
for 737100/200/300/400/500 than for 
nextgeneration 737 airplanes. any painted ramp 

surfaces should reflect the larger above idle power 
nextgeneration 737 hazard boundary area if 
operators have multiple 737 derivatives in their 
fleets. Procedures should be established to ensure 
that airplanes are correctly parked in relation to 
the painted hazard zone boundary so that the inlet 
reference point of each engine is within the rec
ommended tolerance. additional information 
regarding hazard boundaries painted on ramp 
surfaces can be found in boeing Service letter 
737Sl71028a, dated april 25, 2002.
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737 Entry/Exit corridorS
figure 4

ground personnel must use only the designated  
entry/exit corridor when it is necessary to be near an 
operating engine. (the next-generation 737 is shown; 
737-100 / -200 / -300 / -400 / -500 entry corridors  
are similar.)

Communicate the dangers of working 
near operating engines and institute and 
enforce safe procedures. operators should 
emphasize the need for ground personnel to be 
constantly aware of the engine hazard zones and 
clearly communicate that carelessness near an 
operating engine inlet can be fatal. operators 
should also emphasize that when ramp surfaces 
are slippery near the inlet hazard zone boundary, 
additional precautions, such as cleaning the ramp, 
will be necessary to provide for worker safety. in 

addition, if surface winds are gusty and greater 
than 25 knots, the dimensions defining the inlet 
hazard zone boundary should be increased by 
20 percent.

if it is necessary for ground personnel to be 
near the engine during an engine operation (such 
as during an idle leak check or to disconnect  
the ground air cart), they should make sure  
that the engines are at minimum idle and use  
only the entry/exit corridor to enter and exit the  
fan case area (see fig. 4 for nextgeneration 737 

airplanes). Similar 737100/200/300/400/500 
entry corridors are identified in the applicable 
amm. inlet screens and a boeingapproved 
personnel safety harness (part number F8023912) 
can be used for additional protection. correct use 
of the safety harness is described in the amm.

Implement a program of ongoing aware
ness. boeing recommends that operators ensure 
that their personnel are trained properly and 
alerted to the appropriate precautions that need  
to be taken to prevent injuries when working  
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in the vicinity of an operating jet engine. inlet 
ingestion warning posters are available from 
boeing Field Service representatives (see fig. 5).  
For 737 operators, a videotape presentation 
regarding inlet ingestion warning, “737 cFm56 
engine maintenance Safety” (catalog number 
ViDn931117), may be purchased through the 
boeing subsidiary alteon at www.alteontraining.com 
or info@alteontraining.com.

summary

by following published procedures and taking 
proper precautions, airlines can protect ground 
personnel from injury or death as a result of 
ingestion in an operating airplane engine. These 
precautions include clearly defining and illustrating 
the engine inlet hazard zone, using warning signs, 
communicating the dangers of working near 
operating engines, instituting and enforcing safe 
procedures, and implementing a program of 
ongoing awareness. 

For more information, please contact Fred 
zimmer at frederick.g.zimmer@boeing.com. 

inLEt ingEStion warning PoStEr
figure 5

a warning poster, available from Boeing, reminds ramp and 
maintenance workers about the dangers of engine ingestion.

inLEt Suction ForcES arE hardLy noticE-
aBLE BEyond thE inLEt haZard arEa But 
incrEaSE dramaticaLLy with Each StEP 
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BE awarE oF EnginE inLEt  
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may BE your LaSt.

Do Do Not
n Do know the proper hazard areas as  

stated in the maintenance manuals.
n Do secure loose items on person or  

remove them.
n Do tread carefully, guard against tripping  

or stumbling.

n Do not wear loose clothing.
n Do not attempt to retrieve items  

in hazard area.
n Do not gesture with arms.

SEE it onLinE
to view enhanced media 
related to this article, visit
www.boeing.com 
/commercial 
/aeromagazine


